Ready to be a D49
Business Champion?
Workplace Training Partnerships

Why are we here today?
❖ Local industries and businesses are having difficulty filling semi-skilled & skilled positions
➢ Skilled trades & Construction, IT/Software, Engineering & Technology, Advanced Manufacturing
➢ Inadequate supply of local talent
➢ Gap in skills needed vs. candidate education and training
❖ Can D49 Career & Technical Education and Pathways programs be part of the solution?
➢
➢
➢
➢

Programming and curriculum is informed by local industry and business
Nearly 40 “High School Diploma Plus” Tech Ed pathways into multiple occupations
Students graduate with occupationally-focused certifications & post-secondary coursework
Pathway students career-ready upon graduation to enter multiple occupations

❖ Should we work together to attract and develop a talent training pipeline into your industry?

Source: Colorado LMI Gateway

Worldwide talent shortage = persistent problem

Source: Manpower Group, WorldwideTalent Shortage Survey, 2016/2017

Hardest skills to find and why...

Source: Manpower Group, Talent Shortage Survey, 2016/2017

Framing the PP Region problem...

Source: Colorado LMI Gateway, Colorado Springs MSA, October 2017

Changing demand for talent = skills gaps
▶

The shelf life of desirable skills is shrinking
▶

Once, a college degree provided enough basic training to last a career. Today, the skills that college graduates acquire
have an expected shelf life of only five years.

▶

Markets for specialized skills are on the rise
▶

▶

The demand for high-end skills is accelerating
▶

▶

The knowledge economy is creating a constant series of niche markets, ushering in an age of hyperspecialization.

The rapid evolution of automation and technology has pushed the demand for high-end skills past the supply.

Demand for knowledge workers continues to grow
▶

Most occupations today require workers with technology knowledge, problem-solving skills and a willingness to update
their knowledge constantly.

Source: Deloitte, Brawn from Brains: Talent, Policy and the Future of American Competitiveness, 2016

Talent-boosting ideas...
▶

Align education and career pathways
▶
▶
▶

▶

Expand vocational education
▶

▶

K-12 reforms should focus on expanding technical and vocational training as an alternative pathway to highly
specialized skills.

Promote apprenticeships
▶

▶

Intensive networks between education and allied companies.
Create direct links between new ideas and the market-ready enterprises that can deploy them.
Attract and produce more connected students and more useful innovation.

A large part of the skills gap is due to weak training programs for high school graduates who don’t wish to
pursue four-year college degrees.

Encourage, promote and accredit peer-to-peer networks - Digital Badging
▶

Many high school students and working professionals may choose to pursue self-learning and experiencebased models of education over traditional education experiences that are increasingly unaffordable.

Source: Deloitte, Brawn from Brains: Talent, Policy and the Future of American Competitiveness, 2016

D49 is wanting to do its part!
Workplace Training Program Mission Statement
To create productive and meaningful connection points between D49 students and area business
champions. Through these connection points, students will acquire relevant workplace exploration, training
and experience in their career pathways and business champions will be empowered to inform and
participate in a talent development process that is responsive to their needs.

What could
talent
pipeline
training
look like?

What are the
ways a D49
Business
Champion
engages in
Pathways
Training?

How do we connect?
▶

Bob Gemignani

▶

D49 Workplace Learning Manager

▶

rgemignani@d49.org

▶

Phone:

719-495-1149 x1037

▶

Mobile:

719-291-8180

